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Introduction

ities in criminal proceedings. We continued to cooperate with
the Human Rights Ombudsman within the National Preventive
Mechanism (headed by Mojca Frelih, MA) and in this context,
we monitored the institutions in which persons deprived of
their liberty were accommodated.

The Peace Institute strives for an open community capable of critical thinking and founded on the principles of equality, accountability, solidarity, human rights and the rule of law. (The Peace Institute’s Vision)
The main activity in implementing the Peace Institute’s vision
is scientific and research work, from which we draw the knowledge and inspiration for educational, advocacy and awareness-raising activities. In 2018, 37 research and action projects
were performed at the Institute independently or in partnerships with diverse and acknowledged institutions from Slovenia and across Europe. We performed innovative research,
developed methods, advanced the theory, and published research findings in numerous scientific and professional publications. We developed and implemented educational activities
for high-school students, employers, migrants, employees in
the judiciary and other target publics. We publicly advocated for
better policies in the fields of poverty alleviation and precarity,
long-term care, the rights of sex workers and the integration of
migrants. In addition, we created and presented to the public a
range of awareness-raising materials – from videos, manuals
and brochures to learning scenarios and campaigns.
Politics
Our activities and projects are divided into four thematic fields,
strategically developed at the Institute: politics, human rights,
media and gender. In the politics thematic field, we were active
in diverse areas in 2018, as we dealt with populism, intersectional discrimination, non-standard employment, integration
of migrants, hate speech, minimum income and political theory. The field was strengthened by three basic research projects: Political and Media Populism: The “Refugee Crisis” in Slovenia and Austria (project leader dr. Mojca Pajnik); Citizenship
and Discrimination: An Intersectional Approach to the Study of
Social Exclusion (PI’s project leader dr. Mojca Pajnik); and Segmentation of Non-standard Employment in Slovenia (PI’s project leader dr. Maja Breznik). We implemented two projects in
the field of integration of migrants, and within the framework
of the MIGRASCOPE project: Extending the Scope of Labour
Market Integration of Immigrants (PI’s project leader dr. Lana
Zdravković) focused on the issue of facilitating access to work
for third-country nationals and citizens. The high interest for
this topic was demonstrated by a large number of participants
in the workshops, which were also intended for employers.
Except in the politics thematic field, migration projects have
also been implemented in the field of human rights. We have
strengthened the expertise in the field of hate speech, including studying the possibilities for its automated recognition,
within the framework of two projects, which are managed at

the Institute by dr. Veronika Bajt. Last year, we continued the
organisation of the reading seminar for political theory (project
leader dr. Vlasta Jalušič), which was thematically designed to
spread the idea of common grounds between Islam and Christianity. In the past year, the Peace Institute joined the European
Network for Minimum Income 2 (headed by Mojca Frelih, MA),
and thus joined the efforts to realise the right to an adequate,
accessible and inclusive minimum income.
Human Rights
Our educational activities form an essential part of our work in
the thematic field of human rights and other fields. In the past
year, we developed, tested and implemented various learning
scenarios and activities for different target groups. Within the
Equality and Diversity in our Community project (headed by dr.
Iztok Šori), we conducted workshops on recognising discrimination and migrations, involving 500 high-school students
from various secondary schools throughout Slovenia. The
contribution of guests with the experience of migration was
essential for the success of the workshops, thus we extend
our gratitude to them for the cooperation. Within the project
of Global Education and Active Response for the Protection of
Human Rights, Inclusion and Democratic Values in Intercultural
Societies (PI’s project leader dr. Veronika Bajt) we conducted
trainings for teachers and educators about tolerance and interculturalism. Within the MEET project (Media Education for
Equity and Tolerance) (PI’s project leader dr. Mojca Pajnik), we
developed a pedagogical toolkit with several practical examples of how to teach simultaneously intercultural and media
education. In the field of human rights, the Crimmigration between Human Rights and Control project (headed by dr. Neža
Kogovšek Šalamon) was successfully completed last year, during which we investigated the causes and consequences of the
criminalisation of migrations. The findings of the project are
published in the thematic issue of the magazine Dve domovini
(Two homelands) and will be published soon as a scientific monograph at Springer Publishing House. In 2018, we continued
the implementation of several partner projects in the area of
criminal law (PI’s project leader Katarina Vučko), within which
we conducted training for lawyers, judges and prosecutors on
the rights of crime victims, examined the situation regarding
procedural rights of suspects in (pre)trial cases and issued a
manual Dignity at Trial, aimed at strengthening the procedural
rights of persons with intellectual and mental health disabil-

Media
In the thematic field of the media, we carried out a new project Establishing a Coalition of Human Rights Defenders, Media Freedom and Independent Journalism (Headed by Brankica
Petković, MA), within which we investigated media ownership,
patterns of media financing and attacks on journalists. In partnerships with an extensive network of organisations from the
Western Balkans, we participated in the efforts to develop
democratic media systems in the region: we advised on the
design and implementation of research on media subsidies in
Macedonia, participated in the promotion of the principles of
the journalistic code of ethics in Montenegro and coordinated
research on media and information literacy in Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia and Serbia (headed
by Brankica Petković, MA). In addition, we also investigated the
media in other thematic fields, such as examining the parallels
between political and media populism in the field of politics and
gender differentiation in the media industry in the field of gender.
Gender
The projects we carried out in the past year in the thematic
field of gender are grounded in the feminist theory and critical
studies of men and masculinity. Within the project Masculinities, Equality, Care Practices (headed by dr. Majda Hrženjak),
we examined practices of care in single and same-sex fathers,
in men who take care of other family members, as well as men
who are employed in institutions, such as elderly homes. With
the project Boys in Care – Strengthening Boys to Pursue Care
Occupations (PI’s project leader dr. Majda Hrženjak), we have
contributed to better informing boys about vocational choices, since research demonstrates that boys do not receive adequate support from counselling services when they express
interest in gender-atypical careers. We conducted a survey on
good practices in the field of reconciliation of work and family
life in the information and communication technologies sector
and participated in the study on the implementation of the Beijing Platform, which emerges in the context of the forthcoming
25th anniversary of the Fourth World Conference on Women
(PI’s project leader Živa Humer). At the conference held in Beijing in 1995, the signatory states have committed themselves,
among other things, to the realisation of equal rights and the
inseparable human dignity of women and men. With a series
of publications and an international conference, we concluded
the scientific and research project Gender Differentiation in
Media Industry (headed by dr. Mojca Pajnik), in which we explored gender inequalities in the media at the crossroads of
media politics, production, representation and consumption.
We used contemporary pedagogical approaches to address
gender-based violence among young people: in the Play It for
Change project (headed by dr. Živa Humer), we investigated
how we can contribute to the reduction of violence by creating

7

audio-visual media content and music. In the project Developing Bystander Responses to Sexual Harassment among Young
People (headed by dr. Vlasta Jalušič), we implemented an innovative curriculum at three schools in Slovenia and produced
an awareness-raising video. We were also active in Rwanda
where we co-organised free literacy, sewing and hairdressing
courses for vulnerable groups of women to contribute to their
higher literacy and economic independence (headed by Maja
Ladić).
Projects
The number of projects we carried out in the past year (37) does
not deviate significantly from the number in previous years (in
2017, we carried out 42 projects; 36 in 2016; 33 in 2015; and 41
in 2014), thus maintaining the stable functioning of the Institute. Out of 37 projects, eight were financed by the Slovenian
Research Agency (ARRS), which points to the scientific excellence of the Institute’s employees. Twenty-four projects were
financed by the European Commission and other EU bodies,
and one by the NEF – the Network of European Foundations
(Civitates Programme), the Human Rights Ombudsman of the
Republic of Slovenia, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Government Communication Office and the European Social Fund.
The new financier in 2018 was the Ministry of Public Administration, from which we obtained funds for co-financing of three
European projects.
Collective
On 1 November 2018, the managing of the Peace Institute
was passed from dr. Neža Kogovšek Šalamon to dr. Iztok Šori.
At the end of 2018, the Institute’s collective was composed of
seventeen colleagues. The number of employees increased by
one in 2018 compared to 2017 as dr. Maja Breznik re-joined.
Currently, ten of our staff have PhDs, four hold MAs, while two
colleagues are PhD candidates. In the past year, our colleague
Marko Ribać obtained a PhD after training at the Institute as
a young researcher under the mentorship of dr. Mojca Pajnik.
Communication with the Public
In the course of scientific publications, the public was informed
about the results of our work and activities through the Institute’s website, newsletter, Facebook account and YouTube
channel (coordinated by Jasna Babić, MA). Within our projects
we produced more than 25 documentary videos and made
them available online. We are particularly proud that, despite
being financed exclusively on the project basis, we maintained
the functioning of our library (headed by Polona Gorkič).
I am delighted to conclude this annual report by observation
that in the year 2018, the Peace Institute consolidated its position as a recognised scientific-research institution and an
esteemed project partner at the international level, while in
Slovenia maintaining the position of one of the key actors in the
field of research, education, advocacy and awareness-raising
on human rights, anti-discrimination and marginalised groups.
Dr. Iztok Šori, Director
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Citizenship and discrimination: intersectional
approach to research social exclusion

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Mojca Pajnik,
mojca.pajnik@mirovni.institut.si

Project team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mojca Frelih, Researcher
Iztok Šori, Researcher
Marko Ribać, Researcher
Emanuela Fabijan,
Researcher
Birgit Sauer, Researcher
Otto Penz, Researcher
Daniel Thiele,
Researcher

The project examines the link between political parties, the media and right-wing
populism on the example of so-called “refugee crisis” in 2015 and 2016 in two countries at the central and northern end of the Balkan route, Slovenia and Austria. The
historical background of the project is the erosion of “party democracy” and the rise
of “populist democracy”, marked by the decline of classical political leadership and
the rise of extremist political forces that are directed against the “other”.

Realization in 2018
In the first two months of the project duration we have operationalised the research
design.

Available results in 2018
• See: http://www.mirovni-institut.si/projekti/politicni-in-medijski-populizembegunska-kriza-v-sloveniji-in-avstriji-2/.

Partners

Announcement of project continuation

• University of Vienna

The project team has prepared a detailed research plan for the three year project.
In 2019 the work will focus around the first research module, i.e. dedicated to the
analysis of migration and policy making.

Funding
• Slovenian Research

Agency; FWF Der
Wissenschaftsfonds
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Aims and goals
Head of the project
Mojca Pajnik,
mojca.pajnik@mirovni.institut.si

Project team
• Iztok Šori, Researcher

Partners
• University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Arts

Funding
• Slovenian Research
Agency

In recent years, Slovenia has been faced with visible phenomena of intolerance, discrimination and exclusion, which are the result of the economic crisis and the crisis
of democracy in general, as well as a reflection of the crisis of active citizenship.
Despite an increase in research work in the field of social inequality and economic
systems, a broader view is needed to understand today’s social and political reality.
The proposed research project therefore reverses the logic of dominant research,
and approaches the analysis of exclusion for the perspective of the margins – intersectionally, we will analyse narrations, policies and representations through the
prism of sexual and ethnic discrimination - the results will then be applied to the
field of researching citizenship as the status that should guarantee to all full membership in the community.

Realization in 2018
The project team at the PI prepared state of the art report reviewing studies on
citizenship and discrimination.

Available results in 2018
• See: http://drzavljanstvoindiskriminacija.splet.arnes.si/.

Announcement of project continuation
The project team has operationalized a 3-year research plan. We have reviewed the
existing literature, on the basis of which we plan to prepare a project report and a
scientific paper. In 2019 we will focus on the preparation of the methodology and
the implementation of the empirical research on discrimination, applying the intersection approach.

→
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WANNE: We all need new engagement
Aims and goals

Head of the project
Maja Breznik,

Aims and goals

Head of the project

Research will, first, examine, why the segmentation of non-standard employment
in Slovenia continues, and second, why the situation of some groups of workers
in low-income standard employment relationships is nearing the situation of the
most disadvantaged group of workers in non-standard employment relationships.

Lana Zdravković,

Realization in 2018

• Franja Arlič, Financial

maja.breznik@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
/

Partners
• Peace Institute is a

collaborating institution
in the project. The
lead organization is
the Faculty of Social
Sciences (Centre for
Organisational and
Human Resources
Research).

Funding
• Slovenian Research
Agency

The research was launched in June. By December, the research group worked on
three work packages. We drafted “Plan for the usage of data” (WP2) to be reviewed
by the Ethics Commission. We prepared a plan for collecting micro statistical data
(WP3) and forwarded it to Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia with a request for access to data. At three research group meetings, we discussed intermediate findings for WP1 (conceptual analysis).

Available results in 2018
• Breznik, Maja, “Kapitalizam kao ‘znojni sistem’: podnajamni rad i stvarna eman-

•
•

cipacija radništva iz druge ruke”, in: Borislav Mikulić and Mislav Žitko (eds.)
Filozofije revolucijâ i ideje novih svjetova, Edicija Radovi Odsjeka za filozofiju, knj.
3, Zagreb, Filozofski fakultet, 2018, pp. 220-241,
Breznik, Maja, “Agencijski delavci”, in: Miroslav Stanojević and Sašo Furlan (eds.)
(Ne)dostojno delo: prekarizacija standardnega in nestandardnega zaposlovanja
v Sloveniji, Knjižna zbirka OST, 17, Ljubljana, Založba FDV, 2018, pp. 160-179,
Breznik, Maja (interviewee), “Slovenija je veliki trgovac radnom snagom”, Novosti, 7. November 2018.

Announcement of project continuation
Work proceeds according to the timetable and will continue in 2019.

lana.zdravkovic@mirovni.institut.si

Project team
management

Partners
• Südwind, Avstrija
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

(coordinator);
Vienna institute for
International Dialogue and
Cooperation, Austria;
Foundation for Shelter
and Support to Migrants,
Malta;
Humanitas, Slovenia;
Comune di Verona, Italy;
Stadtgemeinde
Traiskirchen, Austria;
VAS ÖsterreichAssociation of African
Students in Austria,
Austria;
COSPE, Italy;
Le Fate Onlus, Italy;
Centar za mirovne studije,
Croatia, SYMBIOSIS,
Greece, Mestna občina
Nova Gorica, Slovenia,
PATRIR, Romania, CESIE,
Italy

The purpose of the project is to foster participation and inclusion of TCNs in receiving societies and change the narrative on migration, to enable TCNs to find engagement and to formulate political demands on human dignity, solidarity, integration
and inclusion, to foster solidarity, integration and inclusion through workshops on
human dignity and sensitive values.

Realization in 2018
In 2018 we participated at the kick off meeting and study visit in Palermo (February
2018). Further activities included the preparation of guidelines for national reports
and transnational report, preparation of transnational report out of 7 national reports and participation at the project meeting in Vienna (September 2018).

Events in 2018
• Workshop in Vienna (September 2018),
• organisation of a workshop in Ljubljana (December 2018)

Available results in 2018
• See: http://www.mirovni-institut.si/projekti/wanne/.

Announcement of project continuation
Project has been implemented as planned, and will continue in 2019.

Funding
• European Commission,

Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund (AMIF)

→
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EWSI: European Web Site on Integration
Aims and goals

Aims and goals

Head of the project
Veronika Bajt,

lana.zdravkovic@mirovni-institut.si

The project is dedicated to research, advocacy, awareness raising and promoting
good practices at the field of “bridging the gap” between Development Cooperation
(DC) and Social and Solidarity Economy (SSE) by involving public institutions and enhancing their awareness on how changes in the legal framework and public policies
may strengthen the linkage between SSE and the fight against poverty.

Project team

Realization in 2018

• Veronika Bajt, Leading

In 2018 the project activities included short video film production, workshops for
migrants and employers, study visits of employers from Slovenia abroad and vice
versa, final project partner meeting in Tallinn (October 2018) and final seminar in
Ljubljana (October 2018).

Head of the project
Lana Zdravković,

•

Expert
Franja Arlič, Financial
management

Partners

Available results in 2018

• Institute of Baltic

• See: http://www.mirovni-institut.si/en/projects/migrascope-eng/.

•

Announcement of project continuation

•
•

•
•

Studies, Estonia
(coordinator);
Institute of Public Affairs,
Poland;
Municipal Training Centre
of the Kaunas University
of Technology, Lithuania;
Centre for Cultural and
General Studies of the
Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology, Germany;
Inclusive Works,
Netherlands;
SwIdeas, Sweden

The project has been concluded in 2018.

veronika.bajt@mirovni.institut.si

Project team
• Lana Zdravković,
Assistant

Partners
• On behalf of the European
Commission, the project
is coordinated by the
Migration Policy Group,
Belgium.

Funding
• European Commission,

Directorate-General for
Migration and Home
Affairs

The European Web Site on Integration (EWSI) is a unique source of information on
immigrant integration in Europe. The Peace Institute is the EWSI Coordinator for
Slovenia. EWSI provides a collection of good practices of integration and a wide variety of tools and useful information to contribute as much as possible to a successful integration of so-called third country nationals residing in the member states.
Besides providing useful information (examples of good practices, update of news,
links, events and a database of relevant documents), EWSI country coordinators
prepare focused research analyses of EWSI content, linking current news and identifying trends in the form of Special Features and Integration Dossiers.

Realization in 2018
In 2018 the following project activities were carried out:

• communication with project coordinators,
• identification of good practices (communication with relevant governmental
•
•
•

and non-governmental actors in Slovenia),
publishing on the website and social networks,
writing an annual report,
general coordination of activities in Slovenia.

Available results in 2018
• See: https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/search?search=slovenia.

Announcement of project continuation
Project has been implemented as planned, continuing in 2019.

Funding
• European Commission,

Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund (AMIF)

→
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Hate speech on online social networks in Slovenia
Aims and goals
Head of the project
Veronika Bajt,
veronika.bajt@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Neža Kogovšek

Šalamon, Legal expert

Partners
• Institute of Baltic Studies,
•
•
•

•
•

Estonia (coordinator);
Institute of Public Affairs,
Poland;
Municipal Training Centre
of the Kaunas University
of Technology, Lithuania;
Centre for Cultural and
General Studies of the
Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology, Germany;
Inclusive Works,
Netherlands;
SwIdeas, Sweden

Funding
• European Commission,

Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund (AMIF)

The basic research activities of the project follow two directions. Participating partners will first examine the occurrence of hate speech in the Slovene language in the
corresponding parts of global online social networks (OSNs). On this basis, it will be
identified in which social networks and at which locations (groups, profiles) hate
speech is most present, and then the phenomena will be analysed qualitatively. The
distinction between hate speech in a broader, sociological sense (as well as other
related controversial communications) and hate speech in the legal sense will be
made. A qualitative analysis of hate speech on social networks will be followed by
an analysis of the criteria used by OSNs in removing reported cases of alleged hate
speech and an analysis of response indicators – in particular the speed of removal,
the type of (non) response (e.g. probable automatic handling, the presence of a specific explanation, complete non-response) and rates of removal in individual cases of hate speech that the OSN provider performs on the basis of the application.
Whether and how the responsiveness of networks is affected by who is the content
submitter will be checked.

Realization in 2018
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Resources, methods and tools for the understanding,
identification and classification of various forms of
socially unacceptable discourse in the information
society
Aims and goals
Head of the project
Veronika Bajt,
veronika.bajt@mirovni.institut.si

Project team
• Neža Kogovšek

Šalamon, Researcher
and legal expert
Irena Salmič,
Administrative support

The year 2018 saw the start of project activities with two project meetings taking
place.

•

Announcement of project continuation

Partners

The majority of project activities will be carried out in 2019.

• Jožef Stefan Institute,

•

Department of
Knowledge Technologies
(coordinator);
University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Social Sciences
and Faculty of Arts

Funding

With an expansion of information and communication technologies and computer-mediated communication, and with the speed of information dissemination
through the Internet, offensive and hate speech has gained an entirely new dimension, so we need an automated approach at the same time to effectively deal with
it in the information society. The project is highly interdisciplinary and connects experts from the field of corpus linguistics and sociolinguistics with experts in the
field of critical analysis of discourse and social science survey and legal analysis
with experts in the field of language technologies and machine learning for Slovene.

Realization in 2018
In 2018 the project activities included the Implementation of a test labeling campaign, in which markers appear as experts, and the implementation of a second
round of the campaign by preparing reports with feedback to the markup scheme
and pyboso. The aim of this rescue and reporting is that we have adjusted the marking scheme accordingly to true marking. It is an annotation campaign of socially
unacceptable comments on Facebook pages of various Slovenian media, which took
place in April and May 2018. The construction of corps was followed, which will enable empirical research in the project, and includes linguistic processing and enrichment of metadata in the corpus; data analysis; participation in the form of review of
contributions for “ALW2: 2nd Workshop on Abusive Language Online Conference.”

Announcement of project continuation
Composing texts for publication.

• Slovenian Research
Agency

→
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European Minimum Income Network 2 (EMIN2)

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Vlasta Jalušič,
vlasta.jalusic@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Ana Jovanovič,
•

Co-Organiser
Mirt Komel,
Co-Organiser

Partners

Seminar for political theory is a form of study activity of the Peace Institute. The
kernel of the activities is the reading seminar, and several lectures.

Realization in 2018
In the framework of the seminar for political theory, in the year 2018 we conducted
a four-month student innovative STIK project, aimed at concentrating on the idea of
the common in Islam and Christianity. The seminar took place in cooperation with
the University of Ljubljana – Faculty of Social Sciences. The project included a reading seminar on Tuesdays, where we read Hafiz from Shiraz and Aurelius Augustine,
the carrying out of four lectures, the implementation of the workshop on Intercultural “contact” (stik) in Health, mentoring of the students and the final exhibition at
the Trubar Literature House of at the end of June.

Events in 2018

/

Funding
• The project is co-financed

by the Republic of Slovenia
and the European Union
from the European Social
Fund, and is supported by
voluntary work.

Public lectures:
• Primož Šterbenc, Anti-Islamic discourse and ways to neutralize it, 17 March
2018,
• Vlasta Jalušič, The Problem of Love in Augustine, 17 April 2018, Faculty of Social Sciences, Ljubljana,
• Mirt Komel, Love and Uncanny of Madness, 12 June 2018, Faculty of Social
Sciences, Ljubljana.
Round table:
• Intercultural Contact in Health (together with the NIEM project), 28 April 2018,
Ljubljana.
Students’ exhibition:
• Divan-iying (curator Urška Lipovž), opening 28 June 2018, Trubar Literature
House, Ljubljana.

Available results in 2018
• See: https://www.facebook.com/seminarzapoliticnoteorijo/.

Announcement of project continuation
The project will continue in 2019.
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Aims and goals
Head of the project
Mojca Frelih,
mojca.frelih@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Živa Humer, Researcher
• Franja Arlič, Financial
management

EMIN2 is an informal network of organizations, individuals committed to achieve
the progressive realisation of the right to adequate, accessible and enabling Minimum Income Schemes. EMIN is organized at EU and national level in all Member
States of the European Union as well as in Iceland, Norway, Macedonia (FYROM)
and Serbia. EMIN coordinates the European Anti-Poverty Network (EAPN) – more
information can be found at: www.emin-eu.net.
The main goal of this project is to strengthen networking, awareness raising and
policy debates at EU and national level regarding the importance of suitable and
affordable minimum income schemes. The EMIN network should be open to any
organization, body or an individual who will support the gradual implementation of
the appropriate minimum income schemes.

Partners

Realization in 2018

Coordinator:
• EAPN - European AntiPoverty Network.

In 2018 key events were organized around the EMI Bus Tour through 32 countries
in 64 days. On 3 and 4 May were organized events for various publics in Ljubljana.
Through the whole year project team built EMIN network in Slovenia (19 organizations and 60 individuals from different fields joined). Dr Živa Humer and Dr Nada
Stropnik cooperated in Madrid – results in: Report and Recommendations from the
Peer Review on Active Inclusion. In December 2018 four workshops “Youth, poverty
and stereotypes” were organized at the Gymnasium Ledina.

Key partners EMIN 2
(2017-2018):
• ETUC European Trade
Union Institute, Belgium;
• Belgian Federal Public
Service Social Integration,
anti-Poverty Policy, Social
Economy and Federal
Urban Policy, Belgium;
• UA University of Antwerp,
Belgium;
• Academic Experts and
Experts by Experience;
• The National EMIN
Networks (including the
Peace Institute), The EU
Level Supporters Group
– Open to organisations
and actors committed
to ensuring adequate
and accessible Minimum
Income Schemes.

Funding

Events in 2018
• Conference “Minimum income scheme in Slovenia – between poverty and life

•

•

•

• European Commission
•

in dignity” (Anita Ogulin, Slovenian Association of Friends of Youth Ljubljana
Moste Polje; Dr Zoran Stančič, European Commission Representation in Slovenia; Dr Vesna Leskošek, Faculty of Social Work; Dr Majda Hrženjak, Peace
Institute; Marija Dobnikar, Centre for Social Work Kamnik; Dr Aleksander Doplihar, Slovene Philanthropy, 3 May 2018, European Union House, Ljubljana,
“For Equality and Life in Dignity” - Everything or nothing: forum performance
about precarious work with music input from Jani Kovačič. The event was
moderated by stand-up comedian and EMIN ambassador, Mr. Andrej Težak
Tešky, 3 May 2018, Cinema Theatre Bežigrad, Ljubljana,
“Poverty, Equality and Decent Life”, EMIN BUS arrival: the programme involves
opening speech by Anita Ogulin, EMIN ambassador and president of the Slovenian Association of Friends of Youth Ljubljana Moste Polje, presentation of
civil society organisations in Slovenia, music programme by Igor Bračič. The
event was moderated by Seku M. Conde, journalist and anchorman at the Radio Television Slovenia, 4 May 2018, Congress Square, Ljubljana,
“Eradication of poverty is a political decision” (round table discussion about
topics of labour market and working poor, and poverty with representatives
of political parties in Slovenia). Round table discussion was moderated by Igor
E. Bergant, journalist and anchorman at the Radio Television Slovenia, 4 May
2018, City Hall, Ljubljana,
four worhskops “Youth, poverty and stereotypes”, December 2018, Gymnasium Ledina.
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Available results in 2018
• Frelih, Mojca, “Apel!: za delo brez prekarnosti”. Contribution at the event at

Španski borci Cultural Centre, 18 November 2018, Ljubljana,
• “Učinkovito lahko pomagajo strokovnjaki”. Feature item in “Preverjeno!” show,
POP TV, 23 October 2018, https://www.24ur.com/veriga-dobrih-ljudi/ucinkovito-lahko-pomagajo-strokovnjaki.html,
• “Delajo, pa so vseeno revni”. Interview on 24ur.com, 17. October 2018, https://
www.24ur.com/veriga-dobrih-ljudi/delajo-pa-so-vseeno-revni.html,
• “Pomembnost minimalnega dohodka za skupen evropski prostor. Minimalni dohodek nujen ne le za preživetje, ampak tudi za socialno vključenost vseh ljudi”
(The importance of minimum income for a common European area. Minimum
income is crucial not only for basic survival, but also for the social inclusion of all
people). Interview on VAL 202, 30 April 2018, https://val202.rtvslo.si/2018/04/
botrstvo-44/,
• “Posvet o minimalnem dohodku” (Conference about minimum income). Poročila ob petih, TV Slovenija 1, 3 May 2018, http://4d.rtvslo.si/arhiv/porocila/174536603,
• “Na posvetu opozorilo, da se revščina kljub gospodarski rasti ne zmanjšuje”
(At the conference, a warning that poverty is not decreasing despite economic
growth). Dnevnik, 3 May 2018, https://www.dnevnik.si/1042820671,
• “Avtobus Evropske mreže za minimalni dohodek v Ljubljani” (Bus of the European Minimum Income Scheme in Ljubljana). Dnevnik, TV Slovenija 1, 4 May 2018,
http://4d.rtvslo.si/arhiv/dnevnik/174536889,
• feature item in “Danes” show. Planet TV, 4 May 2018,
• feature item in “Svet”. Kanal A, 4 May 2018,
• “Kaj o revščini menita SMC in DeSUS?” (What SMC and DeSUS, two political
parties, think of poverty?). RTV Slovenija, 5 May 2018, https://www.rtvslo.si/
slovenija/kaj-o-revscini-menita-smc-in-desus/454004,
• “In kaj o revščini menijo SDS, Levica, NSi in Stranka AB?” (And what SDS, Levica,
Nsi and Stranka AB think of poverty?). RTV Slovenija, 6 May 2018, https://www.
rtvslo.si/slovenija/moja-dezela/in-kaj-o-revscini-menijo-sds-levica-nsi-instranka-ab/454067.
See also: https://www.emin-eu.net.

Announcement of project continuation
The project was implemented in line with the planned activities. Media coverage of
events in Slovenia was remarkable. The project officially ended in 2018, but at the
last meeting in Brussels, there were some discussions held on finding the possibility
of continuing or reporting on “follow-up” project ideas.
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Crimmigration between human rights
and surveillance

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Neža Kogovšek Šalamon,
neza.kogovsek@mirovni.institut.si

Project team

The project addresses the problem of the criminalization of migration which is visible in the strengthening of border control institutions (border police and Frontex
with large IT surveillance systems), militarization and externalization of border control, confinement of irregular migrants in detention centres, lack of alternatives to
detention, antiterrorist laws, penalization of irregular border crossing and disproportionate representation of migrants in prisons.

• Vlasta Jalušič,

Realization in 2018

•
•

In the third and last year of the project we focused on finishing our research which
took place in various geographies (in Slovenia, other EU member states, Western
Balkans, and states that are at the EU borders or at the Mediterranean), analysis of
results, organisation of an international conference that was successfully carried
out on 17–18 May 2018 in Ljubljana, and preparation of publications (a collective
volume published by Cambridge Scholars Publishing, a collective volume to be published by Springer in 2019, and a thematic issue of a journal Two Homelands to be
published in January 2019).

•
•
•

Researcher
Mojca Pajnik, Researcher
Veronika Bajt,
Researcher
Mojca Frelih, Researcher
Irena Salmič, Technical
assistant
Vasja Badalič (Institute
of Criminology at
the Faculty of Law),
Researcher

Events in 2018

Partners

• “Causes and Consequences of the Criminalisation of Migration”. International

• Institute of Criminology

•

at the Faculty of Law
Ljubljana

•

Funding
• Slovenian Research
Agency

•

•

conference, 17–18 May 2018, City Hotel, Ljubljana,
“The disaster of European refugee policy: perspectives from the ‘Balkan route’”.
presentation of a book and a roundtable discussion, 18 June 2018, Atrij ZRC,
Ljubljana,
Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, “The principle of solidarity in asylum and migration
within the context of the European Union accession process”. Conference paper,
in: Book of abstracts. [S. l.: s. n. 2018], p. 46, https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/
af48eb_1b24410b4e934b96b50b0b7eb934f86f.pdf,
Erjavec, Karl (discussant), Nussdorfer, Vlasta (discussant), Kogovšek Šalamon,
Neža (discussant), Slapšak, Svetlana (discussant), Soban, Branko (discussant),
Šuc, Vojislav (discussant), Roter, Petra (discussant), “Universal declaration of
human rights: heritage and contemporary challenges”. roundtable organised by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia in cooperation with
the Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of Ljubljana and United Nations
Association in Slovenia, 19 April 2018, Faculty of Social Sciences, Ljubljana,
Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, “Authority, bureaucracy, civil society and monopoly over policy-making: the case of asylum and migration”. Presentation at the
roundtable “Faces of civil society in the European Union”, 16. May 2018, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences, Ljubljana, Garcia Hernandez,
César Cuauhtémoc (discussant), Pajnik, Mojca (discussant), Božič, Kristina (discussant), Presentation of the book Violent borders, written by Reece Jones: a
discussion preceding the International Conference “Understanding Causes and

•

Consequences of Criminalization of Migration”, 16 May 2018, Atrij ZRC, Ljubljana,
Erjavec, Karl (discussant), Jagland, Thorbjørn (discussant), Klemenčič, Goran
(discussant), Ribičič, Ciril (discussant), Roter, Petra (discussant), Hanžek, Matjaž (discussant), Krnc, Bernardka (discussant), Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža (discussant), Polak Petrič, Ana (discussant), “Council of Europe: democracy, human
rights and the rule of law at the crossroads”. Panel discussion organised by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 22 May 2018, Ljubljana.

Head of project moderated a panel at the international conference in Brussels:
• Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža (discussant), WESSEL, Ramses A. (discussant), et
al., “International responsibility for the cooperation of the EU and its Member
States with the Libyan coastguard?” Workshop A at the Odysseus Annual Conference “Conflict and Compromise between Law and Politics in EU Migration
and Asylum Policies”, 1 February 2018, Brussels.

Available results in 2018
Head of Project released a new edition of:
• Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, Migration law in Slovenia, 2nd ed., Alphen aan den
Rijn, Kluwer Law International, 2018.
Collective volume:
• Žagar, Igor Ž., Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, Lukšič-Hacin, Marina, Mlekuž, Ana in
Zagorac, Dean (eds.), The disaster of European refugee policy: perspectives
from the “Balkan route”, Newcastle upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing,
2018.
The volume contains a number of contributions from project team members:
• Kogovšek Šalamon Neža, Šeruga, Kaja, “Refugees and the ‘disorganised state
of exception’: EU and states’ responses to mass arrivals through the Western
Balkans migration route”, pp. 29-54,
• Jalušič, Vlasta, “Why does Mujo want to go to Germany?”, pp. 157-177,
• Bajt, Veronika, “Online hate speech and the ‘refugee crisis’ in Slovenia”, pp. 133155,
• Pajnik, Mojca, “Media logic in disposing of migrants”, pp.. 179-195.
Conference papers’ presentations:
• Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, “Global crimmigration trends”, in: Kogovšek Šalamon,
Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of criminalization of migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City Hotel, Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018, p. 16,
• Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, “The influence of EU membership conditionality on
crimmigration in the Western Balkans”, in: Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of criminalization of migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City Hotel, Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference
program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018, pp. 19-20,
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Equality and diversity in our community
Aims and goals
• Jalušič, Vlasta, “Crimmigration ‘law’ and the creation of ‘dual’ state”, in: Kogov-

•

•

•

šek Šalamon, Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of criminalization of migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City Hotel,
Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018, p. 17,
Bajt, Veronika, Frelih, Mojca, “Crimmigration and nationalism in Slovenia”, in:
Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of
criminalization of migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City
Hotel, Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018,
p. 24,
Badalič, Vasja, “Tunisia and the EU external migration policy: crimmigration law,
illegal practices and their impact on the rights of migrants”, v: Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of criminalization of
migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City Hotel, Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018, p. 19,
Završnik, Aleš, Mihelj Plesničar, Mojca, “Large EU-IT systems in the areas of borders, visa and asylum: implications for human rights in Slovenia”, in: Kogovšek
Šalamon, Neža (ed.), “Understanding causes and consequences of criminalization of migration”: international conference, 17-18 May 2018, City Hotel, Ljubljana, Slovenia: conference program, Ljubljana, Peace Institute, 2018, pp. 18-19.

A paper was published, presented at the Slovenian Police Academy in 2016:
• Kogovšek Šalamon, Neža, “Policija kot akter v ‘krimigracijskih’ politikah: trendi in
dileme sodobnega odgovora na migracije”, in: Vidmar, Uroš (ed.), Mejniki legitimnosti policijske dejavnosti: zbornik prispevkov, Ljubljana, Ministrstvo za notranje
zadeve Republike Slovenije, Policija, 2018, pp. 11-26.

Announcement of project continuation

Head of the project
Iztok Šori,

The project is aimed at educating and raising awareness among secondary school
students in Slovenia about migrations and at promoting reflections on tolerance,
intercultural understanding and dialogue.

iztok.sori@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Jasna Babić, Researcher
• Lana Zdravković,
•
•

Researcher
Veronika Bajt,
Researcher
Irena Salmič,
Administrative support

Realization in 2018
In the period from 1 April till 31 October 2018 we have carried out 21 workshops on
7 different schools in Slovenia; 495 students participated. For this purpose 3 educational scenarios were developed and adapted to the needs of the schools.

Announcement of project continuation
The evaluation of the project has shown that all foreseen activities were successfully carried out and educational goals achieved.

Partners
/

Funding
• Communication Office of
the Government of the
Republic of Slovenia

The work was intensive but also successful, as we signed a contract with Springer,
an international publishing house and prepared a number of articles for publication.
All project goals were met. The project was completed in 2018, only dissemination
will still continue in 2019.
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MEET: Media education for equity and tolerance
Aims and goals
Head of the project

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Veronika Bajt,
veronika.bajt@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Mojca Frelih, Researcher
• Maja Ladić, Technician
• Franja Arlič, Financial
management

Partners
• GONG, Croatia (project
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

coordinator);
GSI ITALIA, Italy;
Fundación Educativa y
Asistencial Cives, Spain;
Nansen Dialogue Centre
Osijek, Croatia;
Nansen Dialogue Centre
Skopje, Macedonia;
School of Economics and
Tourism Daruvar, Croatia;
Elementary school Siniša
Glavašević, Vukovar,
Croatia; Dalj Elementary,
Croatia;
Municipal Secondary
Vocational School
“Gostivar”, Macedonia;
Municipal Primary School
Liria, Macedonia

The goal of the GEAR project is to contribute to intercultural understanding through
cooperation of CSOs with formal education systems, teachers and students and
encourage exchange, improvement and up-scaling of existing best practices of
global, civic and intercultural learning among schools at local, regional, national and
transnational levels. Its general objective is to prevent violent radicalisation and to
promote democratic values, fundamental rights, intercultural understanding and
active citizenship.

Mojca Pajnik,
mojca.pajnik@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Mojca Frelih, Researcher
• Iztok Šori, Researcher

Partners

Realization in 2018

• University of Florence,

In 2018 we provided education and training to teachers and educators. We also
organised a training workshop for youth ambassadors of tolerance and interculturalism and we also participated in school intercultural an inclusion projects. The
existing project curriculum for education and training was modernized for the provision and updating of quality. A translation of the document into national languages
followed. The Curriculum of the Educational Activities of the Peace Institute was
also prepared. The project team took part in organisation of the final project conference in Madrid.

•

Events in 2018

•
•
•

Italy (coordinator);
Medien-Bildung.com,
Germany;
University of Vienna,
Austria;
Media Animation,
Belgium;
Associated partner
in Slovenia: National
Educational Institute
Slovenia

• Workshop for education/training of teachers and educators, February 2018, Lju-

Funding

•

• Erasmus+ program,

•
•

bljana,
training workshop for youth ambassadors of tolerance and interculturalism, April
2018, Novo mesto,
participation of teachers and pupils at intercultural school exchange and inclusive
meeting in Osijek and Daruvar in Croatia, May 2018,
final project conference titled Inclusive societies: The role of education, interculturality and diversity in Europe, 25–27 October 2018, Madrid.

Available results in 2018
• See: https://gear.gong.hr/.

Funding

Announcement of project continuation

• Erasmus+ Programme

The project ended in December 2018.

29

European Commission

MEET aims at promoting a critical and inter-cultural understanding as well as an
aware use of media among young citizens in multicultural public schools in democratic societies. It mainly addresses economically and socially disadvantaged youth
(aged 13-19), including migrants and refugees, by engaging them and their teachers
in an action research process to co-design and develop inter-cultural media education practices inspired by principles of equity, tolerance, social justice and solidarity.
In this respect, MEET can be seen as an educational (or pedagogical) challenge to a
broader culture of exclusion, exclusivism and discrimination that nowadays seems
to permeate many political discourses and media representations, as well as the
widespread neo-liberal reconfiguration of educational provision. Finally, the project intends to advocate Media Education as a means to support social inclusion/
justice among different sections of the public and through several dissemination
tools, from the production of an educational documentary to the spreading of policy recommendations, digital toolkits and scientific papers on media and citizenship
education.

Realization in 2018
We have designed, together with teachers, media education materials for critical
media literacy and culture of justice and equality in selected multicultural schools
in three countries (Italy, Germany and Slovenia). In Slovenian context we have chosen two schools where we have conducted field research, i.e. implementation of
learning materials: Dvojezična srednja šola/Kétnyelvű Középiskola (Lendava, SL)
and Srednja šola tehniških strok Šiška (Ljubljana, SL). We have filmed part of the
activities in school in Lendava for the MEET educational documentary that is available at https://meetolerance.eu/. Also, we have produced materials for teachers to
be used in class.

Events in 2018
• Study visit of students of media and communications and journalism programs
•
•
•

•

from the Faculty of Social Sciences, Ljubljana University, at the University of
Florence where they got acquainted with MEET project, 17 April 2018,
meeting of the project consortium, 7–8 June 2018, Berlin,
we presented MEET project results at the event Media Education to Address
Culture of Fear organized by the Peace Institute and the National Education Institute Slovenia, 20 August 2018, Ljubljana,
pedagogical documentary presenting video capsules on three MEET key concepts, understanding, expression and engagement was screened at the international multidisciplinary symposium Sounds of Minorities, as part of the festival organized by Imago Sloveniae, 24 August 2018, Ljubljana,
final conference was organised in by Média Animation to discuss strategies for
promoting social equality in schools and in documentary video production, 15
November 2018, Brussels.
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National integration evaluation mechanism:
Measuring and improving integration of beneficiaries
of international protection – NIEM

• See: http://www.mirovni-institut.si/en/projects/meet-media-education-for-equity-and-tolerance/ and https://www.facebook.com/MEETolerance/.

Announcement of project continuation
We have successfully designed educational materials tailored to the needs of selected schools that have been implemented on the sample of 150 pupils in three
countries. Evaluation of work in schools has shown the great need for inclusion of
such content in school curricula. Public presentations of the project, together with
a documentary film, came across a positive response from the professional public.
We expect the results of the project to be used in the future - teachers’ materials
and educational documentary are available on the project’s website. In 2019 we
plan to publish results of the project in a book.

Head of the project
Neža Kogovšek Šalamon,
neza.kogovsek@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Vlasta Jalušič,
•
•

Researcher
Veronika Bajt,
Researcher
Franja Arlič, Financial
management

Partners
• NIEM is led by IPA, the
•

•

•

Institute of Public Affairs
in Warsaw.
MPG, the Migration
Policy Group, is the
coordinating research
partner responsible
for elaboration and
further development
of the NIEM indicators
and the comprehensive
comparative reports.
Other strategic partners
are the UNHCR Regional
Representation for
Central Europe and
UNHCR Representation
in Poland, the Polish
Ministries of Interior and
Administration and of
Labour and Social Policy,
and the University of
Warsaw.
Project partners
conducting research

Aims and goals
The National Integration Evaluation Mechanism (NIEM) is a six-year transnational
project which aims at preparing key actors in the integration field in 15 EU Member
States to better face the current challenges and improve the integration outcomes
of beneficiaries of international protection. The aim of the project is to establish a
mechanism for a biennial, comprehensive evaluation of the integration of beneficiaries of international protection to provide evidence on gaps in integration standards, identify promising practices and evaluate the effects of legislative and policy
changes in 15 EU member states.

Realization in 2018
The third year of the project was focused on the preparation of a comprehensive
national report on the integration system based on the 170 indicators completed
in the previous years in the fields of education, employment, social security, health,
housing, citizenship, integration support and others. Two national coalition meetings were organized to discuss integration challenges with various stakeholders.
There were a lot of advocacy activities and networking done within the project,
through attending of events, establishing contacts and meetings with other stakeholders in the field of integration.

Events in 2018
• National Coalition Meeting, 29 May 2018, National Museum,
• National Coalition Meeting: Presentation of Evaluation Results, 26 October 2018,
Peace Institute Library.

Available results in 2018
• National Integration Evaluation Mechanism: Slovenia, Report for 2016, Peace In•

stitute, 2018 (in Slovenian, with introduction and executive summary in English),
See also project websites: http://www.forintegration.eu/; http://www.mirovni-institut.si/en/projects/national-integration-evaluation-mechanism-niem-measuring-and-improving-integration-of-beneficiaries-of-international-protection/.

Announcement of project continuation
The project lasts for six years (2016-2022). So far the project has been implemented according to the plan. From administrative point of view the project is very demanding due to three-month reporting scheme according to detailed rules of the
Polish AMIF National Authority.
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Statelessness Index
Aims and goals
Head of the project
and organising national
coalitions in the 15
partner countries:
Bulgarian Council on
Refugees and Migrants,
Bulgaria; Association
Multi Kulti Collective,
Bulgaria; People in Need,
Czech Republic; France
Terre d’Asile, France;
Berlin Institute for
Empirical Research on
Integration and Migration,
Humboldt University,
Germany; Menedék –
Hungarian Association
for Migrants, Hungary;
Fondazione ISMU –
Initiatives and Studies
on Multi-ethnicity, Italy;
Providus, Latvia; Diversity
Development Group,
Lithuania; Maastricht
University, Netherlands;
Institute of Public Affairs,
Poland; Centro de Estudos
Sociais, University of
Coimbra, Portugal; The
Foundation for an Open
Society, Romania; CIDOB
– Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs,
Spain; Malmö University,
Sweden; ANTIGONE
Information and
Documentation Centre on
Racism, Ecology, Peace
and Non Violence, Greece.

Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

Project team

Statelessness Index will provide comprehensive, reliable, and up-to-date index to
facilitate comparison between how different European countries protect against
and respond to statelessness. It will serve as an advocacy tool for its members,
wider civil society, government, researchers, and media, to quickly understand
which areas of law and policy can be improved by states and which states’ regimes
can be looked to as examples of good practice in addressing statelessness.

• Neža Kogovšek

Realization in 2018

Partners

We already participated in the project in 2017. In 2018, we updated the existing
information and provided new information for the new index indicators. We also
prepared a country briefing (useful for advocacy) and for ENS website contributed
a blog on Slovenia.

Šalamon, National
Expert

• European Network
on Statelessness
(coordinator)

Funding

Announcement of project continuation
Our part of the project was completed in 2018, updated index will be publicly available in 2019.

• European Network on
Statelessness

Funding
• European Commission,

Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund (AMIF)
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VICATIS: Victim-centred approach to improving
support services

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Neža Kogovšek
•
•

Šalamon, Researcher
Franja Arlič, Financial
Management
Jasna Babić, IT support

Partners
• Irish Council for Civil
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liberties, Ireland, (project
Coordinator);
Victim Support Service
Hungary;
Human Rights Monitoring
Institute, Lithuania;
Council of the Bar of
Ireland;
Law Society of Ireland;
Portuguese Association
for Victim Support,
Portugal;
Victim Support Europe;
PICUM

The identification of training needs for the judiciary and judicial staff in five jurisdictions pursuant to Article 25 of the Victims Directive.
The development of a Guide and provision of training to the judiciary and judicial
staff on the needs of victims and on the Victims Directive, the development of an
e-course template and virtual learning environment [VLE] to ensure maximum dissemination of training materials at a domestic and EU level and the dissemination
of information in relation to best practice identified during the training programme
pursuant to Article 25 and 26 of the Victims Directive.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Franja Arlič, Coordination

Realization in 2018

•

Based on the survey among stakeholders and consultations conducted in 2017, in
the first half of 2018, we prepared the content of the training for lawyers, judges
and prosecutors. We invited a professional moderator to participate, as the goal
was to use participatory methods as much as possible. In order to carry out training
for judges and prosecutors, we have linked up with the Center for Judicial Education, with which we concluded an agreement for the implementation of trainings
for judges and prosecutors. With the Bar Association we agreed to implement a
training for lawyers. We conducted a training for lawyers in May, In June, we carried out a training for judges and prosecutors. We also prepared an online training
course, including 3 best practice videos presenting the work of the Association for
non-violent communication and Association Key with victims of violence and human trafficking.

•

Events in 2018
• International conference, April 2018, Dublin,
• training for lawyers, May 2018,
• training for judges and prosecutors, June 2018.

Funding

Available results in 2018

• European Commission

• Guide on Victim’s Directive,
• online training course.
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•

and financial
management
Neža Kogovšek
Šalamon, Researcher
Veronika Bajt,
Researcher
Vlasta Jalušič,
Researcher

Partners
• Croatian Law Centre
•
•
•
•

(coordinator);
Ministry of Justice
Croatia;
Patent, Hungary;
Centre for Legal
Resources, Romania;
Association for Nonviolent Communication,
Slovenia

Funding
• European Commission

The objective of the project is to improve understanding of the impact of regulation,
procedures, and institutional framework on victims of crime through victim-centred research; to contribute to advanced regulatory, procedural and institutional
framework for effective and coherent application of the Victims Directive; to develop tools supporting the realisation of the victim’s right to information and referral
to support.

Realization in 2018
In the first half of 2018, in cooperation with project partners, we prepared research
materials for interviews with victims: questionnaires, consent forms, etc. In cooperation with the DNA, we conducted 20 interviews with victims of domestic violence. Based on the analysis of interviews and preliminary analysis of the normative framework, we prepared a national report. At the end of June, we organized a
second partner meeting in Ljubljana, where we discussed draft reports and planned
further activities. In October, we organised two consultation meetings with stakeholders – representatives of competent public institutions, NGOs and representatives of victims. We prepared a training module for stakeholders providing victim
support and started to work on information materials for victims (in 2019 a special
website with victim information will be launched).

Events in 2018
• Two consultation meetings with stakeholders – representatives of competent
public institutions, NGOs and representatives of victims, October 2018, Ljubljana.

Available results in 2018
• National research report.

Announcement of project continuation
Project activities foreseen for 2018 were successfully implemented. In 2019, the
web site with information for victims of crime will be launched. In March a final conference will be organised in Bucharest.

Announcement of project continuation
In August 2018 the project was concluded.
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IMPAIR: Enhancing procedural rights of persons
with intellectual and/or psychiatric impairments in
criminal proceedings: Exploring the need for action

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

Project team

The project will contribute to the successful implementation of EU legislation on the
procedural rights of suspects in criminal matters. The core of the project is undertaking observational research with police and lawyers on the practical application
of the procedural rights of suspects during police detention, with an aim to develop
recommendations for legislative and policy changes to ensure better enforcement
of the EU procedural rights’ Directives.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

• Neža Kogovšek

Realization in 2018

Project team

•

• Neža Kogovšek

• Irish Council for Civil

Due to the complexity of the project activities, the project was extended to December 2018 (originally August 2018). In the first half of 2018 we conducted interviews
with criminal lawyers to supplement the findings obtained through desk research
and empirical observations at the police stations (completed in 2017). On this basis,
we prepared a draft national report. In the second half of the year, a final version of
the report was prepared. In order to present the findings, we organized an expert
consultation for professional stakeholders.

•

Events in 2018

Šalamon, Researcher
Franja Arlič, Financial
management

Partners

•

•
•
•
•
•

Liberties, Ireland, (project
coordinator);
Associazione Antigone
Onlus, Italy;
Association for the
Defence of Human Rights
in Romania – the Helsinki
Committee, Romania;
Bulgarian Helsinki
Committee, Bulgaria;
Helsinki Foundation for
Human Rights, Poland;
Human Rights Monitoring
Institute, Lithuania;
Hungarian Helsinki
Committee, Hungary;
Ludwig Boltzmann
Gesellschaft - Institute of
Human Rights, Austria

Funding
• European Commission

• Expert consultations with representatives of the police, lawyers and prosecutors,
•

December 2018,
launch event – Comparative report, December 2018, Brussels.

•
•

Partners
• Ludwig Boltzmann

•

Available results in 2018

•

•

•

•

Inside Police Custody 2 - An empirical study of suspects’ rights at the investigative
stage of the criminal process in nine EU countries – Country Report for Slovenia,
Inside Police Custody 2 - An empirical study of suspects’ rights at the investigative stage of the criminal process in nine EU countries – Comparative Report.

Announcement of project continuation
In December 2018 the project was concluded.

Šalamon, Researcher
Franja Arlič, Financial
management
Mojca Frelih,
Coordination

Institute of Human
Rights, Austria, (project
coordinator);
Bulgarian Helsinki
Committee, Bulgaria;
League of Human Rights,
Czech Republic;
Organisation Mental
Health Perspectives,
Lithuania

The overall aim of the project is to identify good-practices, as well as gaps and
shortcomings of each project partner’s national criminal justice system (Austria,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Lithuania, and Slovenia) with regard to the implementation of the Recommendation and to elaborate recommendations at the national and
EU-level. It strives to enhance the awareness and capacities of professional stakeholders involved in criminal proceedings (in particular law enforcement authorities,
legal practitioners, medical personnel, the judiciary, NGOs and representatives of
persons with intellectual and/or psychiatric impairments) to understand the complex situation and barriers of these persons.

Realization in 2018
In 2018, the project consortium worked on the comparative report and the handbook.
The result was the Handbook “Dignity at trial”, which was translated into the Slovenian language and printed. We also prepared the final version of the national study
published it in electronic form. We presented the project results in June at a expert
consultation at the Faculty of Social Work. We also prepared and printed a brochure
with key information about the project and project findings. Since we were unable to
attend the final conference in Vienna due to an inadequate date (public holiday 25. 6.
2018), we prepared a video contribution that was presented at the conference.

Events in 2018
• Expert consultation at the Faculty of Social Work for representatives of the judici•

ary, the prosecutors, the police and lawyers, as well as court experts in the field of
psychiatry and other stakeholders in the field of mental health, June 2018, Ljubljana,
final Conference, June 2018, Vienna.

Funding

Available results in 2018

• European Commission

• National report on the Implementation of the Recommendation C(2013)8178/2 in

•

Slovenia: Dignity at Trial - Enhancing Procedural Rights of Persons with Intellectual and/or Psychosocial Disabilities in Criminal Proceedings: Exploring the Need
for Actions,
Handbook: Dignity at Trial – Enhancing Procedural Rights of Persons with Intellectual and/or Psychosocial Disabilities in Criminal Proceedings: Exploring the
Need for Actions.

Announcement of project continuation
In July 2018 the project was concluded.
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CISUR: Enhancing judicial cooperation on the
implementation of the Succession Regulation
in Croatia and Slovenia
Aims and goals

Aims and goals
Head of the project
mojca.frelih@mirovni-institut.si

The NPM is an independent national body whose members visit persons deprived
of their liberty as well as those places where these persons are detained. The NPM
aims to strengthen the protection of persons deprived of their liberty against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Project team

Realization in 2018

• Katarina Vučko,

In the year 2018 the Peace Institute team visited 13 institutions, among them
premises for police detentions, prison, homes for the elderly and educational institution. After each visit team members submitted observations to the Human
Rights Ombudsman, in some cases they took the lead in writing the whole report.

Mojca Frelih,

•
•
•

Associate
Neža Kogovšek
Šalamon, Associate
Vlasta Jalušič, Associate
Marko Ribać, Associate

Partners
• Human Rights
Ombudsman

Funding
• Human Rights
Ombudsman

Available results in 2018
• Visit reports are available at the Human Rights Ombudsman’s website. See:
http://www.varuh-rs.si/.

Announcement of project continuation

Head of the project
Katarina Vučko,
katarina.vucko@mirovni-institut.si

Project team

The project aims to assess the extent to which HR and Sl have successfully implemented the Succession Regulation (SR); to assess the way in which provisions of
SR and the national implementing legislation are applied in practice; to contribute
to development of collaboration and mutual trust among national authorities and
legal practitioners in HR and SI; and to create recommendations for improvement of
implementation of the Regulation.

/

Realization in 2018

Partners

The project has started in December 2018, when we held a kick off meeting, planning first project activities.

• Croatian Law Centre

(coordinator), Chamber
of Notaries Slovenia,
Chamber of Notaries
Croatia, Ministry of
Justice Croatia

Announcement of project continuation
In 2019 main research activities of the project will take place.

Funding
• European Commission

The aim is to visit places of detention to inspect and monitor the manner in which
the staff treats the occupants of the secure wards/institutions where people’s
liberty is deprived. In some cases the focus of visits was on the living conditions
instead of on the systematic issues, meanwhile in the others the visits are specific
focused on contents. The experiences gave a good insight in the situations in these
facilities; therefore the Peace Institute will cooperate with Ombudsman in the future.
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European network of legal experts
in gender equality and non-discrimination

Legal Studies
Aims and goals
Head of the project
neza.kogovsek@mirovni-institut.si

Based on our legal expertise we are often invited by our partner Milieu ltd. to perform various legal and policy studies in various fields, predominantly in the scope
of European Union justice, consumers, migration and home affairs. When invited to
participate in the study, we carry out the analysis of the law for Slovenia.

Project team

Realization in 2018

/

In 2018 we participated in the following studies:

Partners

• compliance assessment (completeness and conformity) of the national meas-

Neža Kogovšek Šalamon,

• Milieu Ltd., Brussels

Funding

•
•

• European Commission
•

ure/s in Slovenia transposing Directive 2014/57/EU of 16 April 2014 on criminal
sanctions for market abuse (Market Abuse Directive),
factual analysis of Member States Investors’ Schemes granting citizenship or
residence to third-country nationals investing in the said Member State,
compliance assessment (completeness and conformity) of the national measure/s in Slovenia transposing Directive (EU) 2015/849 on the prevention of the
use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist
financing (4th AMLD) and Regulation (EU) 2015/847 on information accompanying transfers of funds (FT Regulation),
compliance assessment of measures of Slovenia to transpose Directive
2014/42/EU (Confiscation Directive).

Announcement of project continuation
Participation in these projects enables us to stay in touch with a number of policy
and legal fields, establish new contacts with various stakeholders and ensures additional income for the Peace Institute.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Neža Kogovšek Šalamon,
neza.kogovsek@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
/

The goal of the project is to provide the European Commission with up to date information on legislative, judicial and political developments in relation to non-discrimination in the EU Member States. The information is provided through a network of
experts. Each country is represented by two independent experts, one is covering
gender equality and the other one is covering non-discrimination on the grounds of
ethnicity and race, religion and belief, disability, age and sexual orientation. Neža
Kogovšek Šalamon acts as an expert for the five personal grounds.

Realization in 2018

Partners
• Human European

Consultancy (coordinator)

Funding
• European Commission

In 2018 we prepared an up-dated country report in which we presented the legislation, case law and other measures taken in the field of anti-discrimination in relation to the five personal grounds. We also provided three flash reports to the coordinator, and contributed to a thematic report on equality bodies. We also attended
the internal meeting and a legal seminar on 29–30 November 2018 in Brussels.

Events in 2018
The following events took place in 2018:

• annual meeting, 29 November 2018,
• legal seminar, 30 November 2018.

Available results in 2018
• Country Report on Non-Discrimination: Slovenia, state of affairs as of 1 January
•

2018, see: https://www.equalitylaw.eu/country/slovenia,
Flash reports, see: https://www.equalitylaw.eu/country/slovenia.

Announcement of project continuation
The project was completed in 2018.
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Media for Citizens, Citizens for Media: Building
capacities of CSOs to advance media and information
literacy in Western Balkans

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Brankica Petković,
brankica.petkovic@mirovni-institut.si

The project aims at coalition building that brings together defenders of human
rights, media freedom and independent journalism in Slovenia in mapping and countering threats to watchdog role of journalists and civil society, particularly increasing with the escalation of hate and propaganda model of politics and media.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Brankica Petković,
brankica.petkovic@mirovni-institut.si

Project team

Realization in 2018

• Franja Arlič, Financial

The following project activities were carried out in 2018:

Project team

•

• Franja Arlič, Financial

management

Partners
• Slovenian Association of
Journalists, Bottom Line

•

•

Funding

•

• NEF – Network of

•

European Foundations
(Programme Civitates)

methodology development for mapping and reporting media ownership and financing patterns that enable rise of hate and propaganda model of media and
politics on national and local level,
methodology development and preliminary mapping of threats and attacks on
journalists and civil society, identifying main characteristics and assessing the
support needed,
case study of attacks and threats with regard to (potential) use of law for protection and defence,
assessment of communication capacities and digital security of the project
partners (coalition members) with recommendations,
meetings with other civil society organisations, project partners’ meetings and
a meeting with the donor.

Announcement of project continuation
The project was completed in 2018.

management

The project aims at strengthening the role of civil society in advocating for advancement of Media and Information Literacy (MIL) policies and practices in the Western
Balkan countries through regional networking and building capacities of CSOs at
local level. The project supports national MIL coalitions advocating for systemic improvements in media and education policies; it contributes to increase of capacities
and cooperation of CSOs at regional/local level to advance MIL; it also aims at improving CSOs’ outreach to citizens to increase awareness on importance of free and
accountable media.

Realization in 2018

Partners

The following project activities took place in 2018:

• Media Center Sarajevo

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

(coordinator);
Novi Sad School of
Journalism;
Montenegro Media
Institute;
Macedonian Institute for
Media;
Albanian Media Institute;
regional network SEENPM

•
•
•
•
•

Funding
• European Commission,
DG NEAR

participation in the project kick-off meeting of the partners held in Sarajevo,
research design development and coordination of the regional research on policies and practices of the media and information literacy (MIL) development in
five target countries (Albania, BIH, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia),
supervision, review and editing of the research reports and presentations,
writing the regional comparative overview and presentation,
participation in the project regional conference in Novi Sad to present the regional research,
contribution to the preparatory work for the regional book and national books
with the research findings,
preparation of the manual and documents necessary for launching the
sub-granting calls aimed at MIL projects by grassroots organisations in five target countries.

Events in 2018
•
•

Kick-off project meeting, 26–27 February 2018, Sarajevo,
regional conference on MIL development in the region, 23. November 2018, Novi
Sad.

Available results in 2018
Presentations of the research results on policies and practices of MIL development
in five target countries delivered at the regional conference in Novi Sad and published online.
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RESPECT: Advancing respect for ethical standards
by media and respect for ethical media by citizens
Announcement of project continuation
Project will continue in 2019 with: publishing of the regional and national books with
the research results, launching of two sub-granting calls in five countries targeting
grassroots organisations active in MIL promotion, organisation of regional festival
on MIL projects etc.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Brankica Petković,
brankica.petkovic@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Franja Arlič, Financial
management

Partners
• Montenegro Media
•

Institute (coordinator);
Ethical Journalism
Network, United
Kingdom

Funding

The project aims to achieve a common understanding in Montenegro what makes
the core ethics of journalism and to inform and inspire the stakeholders how to
make ethical journalism work and thus contribute to increase in the overall quality
of reporting and trust in media. Specifically, the project aims to improve the capacities of key stakeholders to reinforce the Code of Ethics in the media in Montenegro
and to increase the role of citizens in advancing ethical journalism. The project will
create an open space for public discussion on media ethics and promotion of the
Code of Ethics, and to enrich a public debate with experience and good practice presented by experts and practitioners from the region and EU. Journalism students
will be given an opportunity to obtain practical skills by engaging in the action and to
strengthen knowledge on the Code of Ethics and its application in practice.

Realization in 2018
The following project activities took place in 2018:
•

•
•

• Delegation of the

European Union to
Montenegro

•
•

•

•

participation in the kick-off meeting in Podgorica, meetings with stakeholders
in the media system in Montenegro, participation in the kick-off public event on
media ethics,
participation in the meetings of the project Editorial Board,
research design and mentoring of four small research actions on ethical issues
in reporting elections with focus on reporting hate speech in election campaign;
on ethical management of comment sections of online media; on ethical challenges in reporting women, victims of domestic violence, and on respect of
rules on separation of journalistic content from advertisements in the media,
editing the research reports and supervising preparation for printing,
chairing three journalism public talks – on “facts are sacred, comment is free”,
on comments sections in online media and on model of ombudsman in public
media,
organisation of visit of RTV Slovenia Ombudsman to RTCG and other relevant
actors in Montenegro; participation in the meetings; preparation and dissemination of publication with presentation of the model of ombudsman in public
media in Slovenia,
participation in consultations in production of two TV spots on media ethics.
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ReForMedia: Citizens, CSOs and
institutions reforming media in Macedonia
Events in 2018
The following events took place in 2018:
•
•
•
•

kick-off meeting and public event, 14 February 2018, Podgorica,
journalism public talk on “facts are sacred, comment is free”, 3 May 2018,
Podgorica,
journalism public talk on comments sections in online media, 25 may 2018,
Podgorica,
journalism public talk on model of Ombudsman at RTV Slovenia, 6 December
2108, Podgorica.

Available results in 2018

Aims and goals
Head of the project
Brankica Petković,
brankica.petkovic@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Franja Arlič, Financial
manager

The project aims at increasing the impact of civil society in developing public policies on media reforms in Macedonia. It focuses on improving the legal and institutional environment to enable free and professional media; on enhancing media
literacy through education of citizens to increase their demand for quality journalism, and on strengthening media integrity by targeting specific aspects through a
sub-granting program, including labour rights in the media sector, the right for fair
trial, self-regulation and investigative journalism. The Peace Institute is a partner
organisation to the Macedonian Institute for Media in the research component of
the project and in the efforts to conduct quality public debate on concrete issues of
media reforms in Macedonia.

Publications with research reports in Montenegrin and English languages on: 1)
ethical issues in reporting elections with focus on reporting hate speech in election
campaign; 2) ethical management of comment sections of online media; 3) ethical
challenges in reporting women, victims of domestic violence. In 2018 two TV spots
on media ethics were also produced.

Partners

Realization in 2018

• Macedonian Institute

In 2018 the following activities were carried out:

Announcement of project continuation

Funding

The project includes numerous activities and formats to promote media ethics in
Montenegro. It connects local partner with two organisations in EU, one of them our
institute from Slovenia. It has been good formula for exchange of knowledge and
experiences. In 2019, until end of April, the project will include research, cooperation
with students, organisation of return visit from RTCG to RTV Slovenia, realization of
an award contest and final public event.

• Delegation of the

for Media, Skopje
(coordinator)

European Union to
the Republic of North
Macedonia

•

•

•

mentoring support to the research team in the lead partner organisation in
Macedonia in selection of topic, drafting the methodology and conducting the
media reform-oriented research actions in Macedonia focused on concrete
issues,
advising and supervising the compilation of quality research reports on the
role of regulatory authorities in safeguarding structural media pluralism, on
diversity in reporting in the central news editions of six most watched national TV channels in Macedonia, on women in the media, and on media subsidy
mechanisms,
participation in the public presentations of the research reports and contribution of statements for video reports (documentaries). In the extended phase:
advising and supporting the Macedonian Institute for Media in media literacy
promotion through the programming of the Macedonian public television.

Events in 2018
•
•

Round table presentations of the research report on diversity of central TV
news editions, 21 May 2018, Skopje,
final conference with a round table presentation of the research on media
subsidies and second round table on media development strategies, 22 June
2018, Skopje.
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Networking and international cooperation in the field
of media research, advocacy and training
Available results in 2018
Publications in Macedonian and English language with research reports on political
pluralism in the media in the election period, on the role of regulatory authorities
in safeguarding structural media pluralism, on diversity in reporting in the central
news editions of six most watched national TV channels in Macedonia, on women in
the media, and on media subsidy mechanisms. Four documentary films (episodes in
the series) on the topics of the research reports were also produced.

Announcement of project continuation
The project period was extended to 31 December 2018. The topics and findings of
the project will be used and promoted in the work of the Macedonian Institute for
Media, and in joint engagement with the Peace Institute through the regional network SEENPM and regional projects on media reforms.

Aims and goals
Head of the project
brankica.petkovic@mirovni-institut.si

Participation in regional and international networks in the media field and building
partnership with relevant organisations abroad with purpose to incorporate our
work in regional and international initiatives on media freedom and accountability,
and freedom of information.

Project team

Realization in 2018

/

In 2018 the following activities were carried out:

Brankica Petković,

Partners

•

• SEENPM network;
• Institute for Media in
•
•
•
•

Montenegro;
Macedonian Institute for
Media;
Center for Media, Data
and Society at CEU;
Centre for Media Pluralism
and Media Freedom at
EUI;
Global Media Monitoring
Project

•
•
•

Funding
• European Commission,
IFEX

continuation of active participation in the South East European Network for
Professionalisation of the Media (SEENPM): participation in the annual assembly (10-12 December 2018), participation in implementation of the regional project on media and information literacy, coordinated by the Media Center
Sarajevo within SEENPM; contribution to the project proposal of the SEENPM
members to the European Commission on support to quality journalism in the
Western Balkans through training programs and regional award. Cooperation
with the Institute for Media in Montenegro and Macedonian Institute for Media
on media reform projects,
cooperation with the Center for Media, Data and Society at the Central European
University in the initiative for global research consortium on Media and Power,
cooperation with the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom at the European University Institute,
participation in informal networks aimed at promotion of gender equality in media, preparations for Global Media Monitoring in 2020, contribution of paper and
participation in the Paris seminar on gender equality in the media in EU, within
the Mutual Learning Programme, host by the French government.

Events in 2018
•
•

Seminar on gender equality in media in EU, 12–13 November 2018, Paris,
general assembly of the SEENPM network, 10–12 December 2108, Budapest.

Announcement of project continuation
Partnership in regional and international networks/initiatives and development of
project consortiums to promote diverse and independent media ownership, strong
public media, and universal, affordable access to communications will be continued.
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MESP: Masculinities, Equality, Care Practices

Head of the project
Majda Hrženjak,

Aims and goals

Available results in 2018

Project MESP is researching participation of men in heterogeneous geographies of
care. It widens and politicizes the concept of care and contributes to the developing
alternative perspectives of welfare.

•

majda.hrzenjak@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
•
•
•
•
•
•

Živa Humer, Researcher
Mojca Frelih, Researcher
Iztok Šori, Researcher
Aleksandra Kanjuo
Mrčela (FSS), Researcher
Branko Bembič (FSS),
Researcher
Irena Salmič, Technical
support

Partners
• University of Ljubljana,

Faculty of Social Sciences

Realization in 2018
In 2018 the following project activities were carried out:
•
•
•
•

Events in 2018
•

•

Funding
• Slovenian Research
agency

state of the art analysis of engendering private and professional care work (3
national reports),
development of conceptual framework and field research methodology,
field research on micro and mezo level,
dissemination.

•

•

•

•

•

Hrženjak, Majda, “Changing fatherhood: men between parenting and labour
market”. Lecture at the seminar “Paid Domestic and Care Work in Peripheral
Context”, 26 March 2018, Centro de Investigaciones Sociales - CONICET/Instituto de Desarrollo Económico y Social (CIS-CONICET/IDES), Buenos Aires,
Hrženjak, Majda, “Paid domestic and care work in postsocialist contexts: regional traits of a global phenomenon”. Lecture at the seminar »Paid Domestic
and Care Work in Peripheral Context«, 26 March 2018, Centro de Investigaciones
Sociales - CONICET/Instituto de Desarrollo Económico y Social (CIS-CONICET/
IDES), Buenos Aires,
Hrženjak, Majda, “Involved fatherhood from the perspective of labour market
precarisation”. Invited lecture at the conference “Men in Serbia: changes, restrictions and challenges “, IMAGES, 17 May 2018, Belgrade,
Hrženjak, Majda, Frelih, Mojca, “S pripoznanjem izkušenj in kompetenc neformalnih skrbnic do partnerstev v oskrbi”, in: Grad, Tanja (ed.), ASK 2018: 10. mednarodna konferenca o demenci “Demenca - izziv naše družbe”, 28.–29. 9. 2018,
Medicinska fakulteta, Ljubljana. Ljubljana, Spominčica - Alzheimer Slovenija,
Hrženjak, Majda, “Social organization of care as a driver of precarious situations
of care workers in home-based elder care”. 36th International Labour Process
Conference “Class and the Labour Process”, 21.–23. March 2018, Universidad
de Buenos Aires,
Hrženjak, Majda, “Care between socialist legacy and neoliberal influence: child
and elder care policies in Slovenia”. Presentation at the international workshop
“Local Care-loops and Micro-mobilities of Care: Rethinking Proximate Care in
Post-egalitarian Contexts”, 12.–13. April 2018, Masaryk University, Brno,
Černe, Martina (interviewer), Leskošek, Vesna (interviewee), Hrženjak, Majda (interviewee), Vuk, Martina (interviewee), Trbanc, Martina (interviewee),
“Revščina najbolj pesti starejše ženske”, Studio ob 17h, Ljubljana, Radiotelevizija
Slovenija, 2018.

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Hrženjak, Majda, Humer, Živa, “Caring masculinities and flexibilisation of labour
markets: fathers in precarious and managerial employment in Slovenia”, Gender
questions, Vol. 6, No. 1, 2018,
Stropnik, Nada, Humer, Živa, Kanjuo Mrčela, Aleksandra, Štebe, Janez, “The
problem is in practice: policy support and employer support for fathers’ participation in childcare in Slovenia”, Community, work & family, Vol. 22, No. 1, 2019,
Hrženjak, Majda, “Družbena organizacija skrbi kot dejavnik prekarizacije dela”,
in: Poglajen, Črt, Kostevc, Črt, Dernovšček Hafner, Nataša (eds.), Prekarnost in
družbena negotovost: interdisciplinarni pogledi na prekariat, (Zbirka Maksima),
Ljubljana, Univerza v Ljubljani, Ekonomska fakulteta, 2018,
Hrženjak, Majda, Weicht, Bernard, “The meaning of care: the social construction
of care for elderly people”, International journal of care and caring, Vol. 2, No. 1,
2018,
Bajt, Veronika, Leskošek, Vesna, Frelih, Mojca, “Chains of trust: fear and informal care work in Slovenia”, Anthropological notebooks, Vol. 24, No. 1, 2018,
Hrženjak, Majda (interviewee), “Skrbstveno delo postaviti visoko med prioritete”, Delavska enotnost: glasilo Zveze Svobodnih sindikatov Slovenije, Vol. 77,
No. 6, 2018,
Hrženjak, Majda (interviewee), “Več obremenjevanja žensk za polnejšo pokojninsko blagajno”, Delo.si, 8 March 2018,
Šori, Iztok, Statistični podatki o vključenosti moških v skrbstveno delo v zasebni
sferi v Sloveniji: poročilo v okviru projekta “Moškosti, enakost, skrbstvene prakse – MESP”, Ljubljana, Mirovni inštitut.

Announcement of project continuation
Project has been implemented according to the plans and will continue in 2019.
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Boys in Care: Strengthening boys to pursue care
occupations (BiC)

Head of the project
Majda Hrženjak,
majda.hrzenjak@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Živa Humer, Researcher
• Mojca Frelih, Researcher
• Irena Salmič, Technical
support

Partners
• Dissens Institut für
•
•
•
•

Bildung und Forschung
e.V., Germany;
Verein für Männer- und
Geschlechterthemen
Steiermark, Austria;
Instituto degli Innocenti,
Italy;
Center of Women’s
Studies and Policies,
Bulgaria;
Center for Equality
Advancement, Lithuania

Funding
• EC JUST programme

Aims and goals

Available results in 2018

So far, initiatives for gender untypical vocational choices have primarily encouraged
girls to enter male dominated fields of work, while projects to support boys in untypical vocational pathways are rare. BiC aims at explicitly naming boys as driving force and target group in further desegregation of educational and vocational
choices with a focus on care professions by developing, implementing and disseminating educational and counselling tools and mechanisms for teachers and vocational counsellors to be able to support boys in their untypical vocational choices.

•

Realization in 2018
Project activities included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two partner meetings (in Ljubljana and Vilnius),
development of methods, tools and mechanisms for supporting boys in care
related professional choices,
implementation of two support actions for boys in primary schools and caring
institutions (kindergarten and elder care home),
making a video interview with a male kindergarten teacher,
developing educational course for career counsellors and teachers,
organisation of training courses at Pedagogical Faculty in Ljubljana and Koper,
Faculty of Social Work and Faculty of Social Sciences,
dissemination (FB, newsletter 2x).

•

Hrženjak, Majda, Humer, Živa, Frelih, Mojca, Educational and occupational gender segregation in care sector: Boys in Care: country report – Slovenia, Ljubljana,
Peace Institute, 2018,
Hrženjak, Majda, Humer, Živa, Frelih, Mojca, Izobraževalna in poklicna spolna
segregacija v skrbstvenem sektorju: Boys in Care: nacionalno poročilo – Slovenija, Ljubljana, Mirovni inštitut, 2018.

See also: http://www.boys-in-care.eu/.

Announcement of project continuation
The project has been implemented according to plans and will continue in 2019.

Events in 2018
•

•

Presentation of the project at the National Education Institute Slovenia, Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Vocational Education and Training, Ministry
of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities and Employment Service of Slovenia,
Frelih, Mojca, “Boys in Care”. Project presentation at the international conference “Unbiased about Stereotypes”, organised by the Sector for Equal Opportunities of the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities,
19–20 October 2018, Brdo pri Kranju.
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Study to review the implementation of the Beijing
Platform for Action in the EU - Beijing +25

Aims and goals

Head of the project
Živa Humer,
ziva.humer@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
/

Partners
• WorkLife HUB
(coordinator)

Funding

Aims and goals

Head of the project

The main objective of the project is to identify the best practices of companies in the
field of ICT and to support work life balance in companies.

Živa Humer,

Realization in 2018

Project team

Main activities were implemented in 2017: overview of the work life balance practices in ICT companies in Slovenia. On the basis of developed methodology, we identified good practices of companies in ICT supporting work life balance and presented the selected ICT company in Slovenia in short report (interview, questionnaire).
In 2018 we reviewed the report.

/

Announcement of the project continuation
Project is finished. Follow-up is not foreseen.

The study aims to overview the developments of gender equality institutional
mechanisms and gender mainstreaming at the EU level based on the existing Beijing indicators.

ziva.humer@mirovni-institut.si

Partners

Realization in 2018
The role of the senior researcher in the study is to support the research process as
well as to review individual parts of the Final Report (i.e. the individual deliverables
and some synthesised versions). The assigned areas the researcher is covering include “Media” and “Girl Child”.

• ICF SA (coordinator)

Announcement of project continuation

Funding

The study will continue in 2019 with online data party, written input on two areas,
“Media” and “Girl Child”, and the possible expert meeting in EIGE’s premises and
review of the final report.

• European Institute for

Gender Equality (EIGE)

• European Institute for

Gender Equality (EIGE)
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Gender differentiation in media industry

Head of the project
Mojca Pajnik,
mojca.pajnik@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Mojca Frelih, Researcher
• Majda Hrženjak,
•
•
•

Researcher
Živa Humer, Researcher
Brankica Petković,
Researcher
Marko Ribać, Researcher

Aims and goals

Announcement of project continuation

The project deals with the processes of gender differentiation in the media industry
reproduced through the media’s convergence, conglomeration and commodification in the context of the rise of information and communication technologies. Departing from the finding about the lack of suitable epistemologies and methods to
adequately address gender differentiation in the media, the project introduces theoretical starting points of the feminist political economy of communication which
highlights the need for synergy of the macro, mezzo and micro levels of research
or presumes structural and institutional analysis combined with the experiences of
actors who work in the media industry or participate in it as consumers. The project
introduces a feminist inclusive conceptualisation of gender which studies gender
relations by integrating the perspective of intersectionality through which it identifies the intertwinement of gender with ethnicity, sexuality etc. that produces discriminatory effects.

In the project, we managed to operationalize theoretically-methodologically a set
goal, which was to approach gender differentiation analysis at the cross-section
of the macrostructure of digital capitalism and the specifics of media policies, the
mezzo-organizational level of media institutions and the micro-legal ritual design
of journalistic conventions. During the three years of the project, we carried out a
comprehensive empirical research, which included analysis of policies and legislation, interviews, ethnographic research, analysis of broadcasts news, media consumption diaries and opinion polls. In the year 2019, the book will be published entitled Mediji in spol: strukture in prakse neenakosti (Media and gender: the structures
and practices of inequality).

Realization in 2018

Partners

In 2018 the following activities were carried out:

• University of Ljubljana,

•

Faculty of Social
Sciences, Breda Luthar,
Maruša Pušnik, Dejan
Jontes

•

Funding
• Slovenian Research
Agency

•

design of methodology for ethnographic research that was carried out in 2018
at the example of three TV stations in Slovenia (RTVSLO, POP TV and Planet TV),
organisation of international conference in Ljubljana, 14–15 June 2018. 30
speakers from 12 countries analysed media policies and identified their effects
on the gender differentiation of journalistic work. They highlighted inequalities
in the field of media distribution, analysed audiences and discussed framing of
femininity and masculinity in media text and image. Abstracts were published in
a booklet (eds. M. Pajnik, M. Frelih) and are available at http://www.mirovni-institut.si/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/text-for-booklet-June-Final.pdf,
work on chapters for the book that is in preparation, gathering overall results
from the project (eds. M. Pajnik, B. Luthar).

Events in 2018
•

International conference, 14–15 June 2018, Ljubljana. Abstracts are available at
http://www.mirovni-institut.si/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/text-for-booklet-June-Final.pdf.

Available results in 2018
•

See:
http://www.mirovni-institut.si/en/projects/gender-differentiation-in-media-industry/.
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Developing Bystander Responses to Sexual
Harassment among Young People
Aims and goals
Head of the project

Aims and goals

Vlasta Jalušič,
vlasta.jalusic@mirovni-institut.si

Head of the project
Živa Humer,
ziva.humer@mirovni-institut.si

Project team
• Mojca Frelih, Researcher
• Franja Arlič, Financial
•

management
Jasna Babić, Web editor

Partners
• SURT, Catalonia, Spain
•
•
•
•

(coordinator);
KMOP, Greece;
Fundacja Feminoteka,
Poland;
Mediterranean Institute
of Gender Studies (MIGS),
Cyprus;
CESI, Croatia

Funding
• European Commission;
• Ministry of Public
Administration

Project PfC aims to educate and raise awareness of youth through audiovisual media and music by encouraging their critical thinking and fostering their empowerment to prevent and combat gender-based violence.

Project team
• Maja Ladić, Project

collaborator
Lana Zdravković, Project
collaborator
Franja Arlič, Project
collaborator
Irena Salmič, Technical
assistance

Realization in 2018

•

We conducted a survey on the impact of gender stereotypes in audiovisual media
and music on young people’s thinking. In addition to young people between the ages
of 12 and 18, also teachers participated in the survey to assess their needs in preventing gender-based violence. In addition to the research, we developed Capacity
Building Program for teachers.

•

Events in 2018

• Faculty of Psychology and

•
•

Statement of Živa Humer for 24ur about research results, 11 November 2018,
https://www.24ur.com/novice/slovenija/stereotipi-v-glasbi.html,
Živa Humer cooperated in radio talk show “Intelekta”, Radio Slovenija, 4 december 2018, https://radioprvi.rtvslo.si/2018/11/intelekta-135/.

Available results in 2018
•

Research report in Slovene and English, and transnational report in English.
See: http://www.mirovni-institut.si/projekti/igraj-za-spremembo-ozavescanje-in-opolnomocenje-deklet-in-fantov-pri-preprecevanju-nasilja-na-podlagi-spola-prek-avdiovizualnih-medijev-in-glasbe-pfc/.
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•

Partners

•

•
•

Sciences of Education,
University of Porto,
Portugal (coordinator);
Association for Women,
Alternative and Response
(A União de Mulheres
Alternativa e Resposta –
UMAR), Portugal;
London Metropolitan
University, United
Kingdom;
Society for non-violent
communication (Društvo
za nenasilno komunikacijo
– DNK), Slovenia;
Faculty for Social
Wellbeing, University of
Malta

Announcement of the project continuation

•

The project activities were carried out in accordance with the project plan. The project continues in 2019, when a number of activities are planned, from the implementation of workshops for teachers (capacity building programme), raising awareness activities, the preparation of a music/audio visual product of young people and
its presentations in Slovenia and at the final conference in Barcelona (autumn 2019).

Funding
• European Commission,

DG Justice and
Consumers; Ministry of
Public Administration

In 2014 the Fundamental Rights Agency found that sexual harassment (SH) was the
most prevalent form of violence against girls and women, across the 28 EU member
states. A promising new approach to the prevention of SH is targeting young people
as bystanders, inviting them to notice and intervene in SH situations. In this project,
developed in Portugal, Slovenia, United Kingdom and Malta, the researchers will
develop, pilot, implement, and evaluate a school-based program for bystanders to
prevent SH in high-schools.
Objectives are to increase knowledge and awareness of SH in students and staff;
develop, pilot and deliver a training program for students and school staff to enable them to intervene in situations of SH, increase the motivation of bystanders to
stop SH in high schools, develop a manual and materials adapted to each country,
develop school policies and protocols on SH, compare the implementation and effectiveness of the program in the four countries.

Realization in 2018
The main activities were implementation of the Bystanders programme in three
schools in Slovenia and other countries, writing implementation diaries, adaptation
of manual, video production, writing of national reports, final national conferences,
writing comparative report, and final report.

Events in 2018
The following events took place in October and November 2018:
• Final national seminar in Slovenia,
• final national seminar in Malta,
• final national seminar in the United Kingdom,
• final national seminar in Portugal.
See: http://www.bystanders.eu/activities/

Available results in 2018
• Workshop manuals in English, Portuguese, Maltese and Slovenian,
• 4 country reports,
• 4 reflection papers,
• 1 comparative paper,
• video “Bystander”.
See: http://www.bystanders.eu/country-research/.

Announcement of project continuation
The project was concluded in 2018.
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Education and economic empowerment of vulnerable
groups of women in Rwanda
Aims and goals
Head of the project
Maja Ladić,
maja.ladic@mirovni-institut.si

The objective is to increase literacy and economic independence of vulnerable
groups of women in 4 local communities in Rwanda and to contribute to reduction
of differences among women and men.

Realization in 2018

Project team

In 2018 the following project activities were carried out:

• Vlasta Jalušič, Activities

•

•

for strengthening local
NGOs working in the
field of gender equality /
empowerment of women
Irena Salmič,
Administration, finances,
reporting

•
•
•
•
•

formalities for kick-off, employment of 4 project staff and 7 teachers in Rwanda),
implementation of 8-month long courses of literacy, sewing and hair-dressing
in 4 locations in Kigali,
daily communication with partners and support with all their activities,
communication with public/media and project promotion,
monitoring of narrative and financial reports from the partner,
preparation of narrative and financial reports for the funding authority.

Partners

Available results in 2018

• Nyamirambo Women’s

•
•

Center

Funding
• Ministry of Foreign

Affairs of the Republic of
Slovenia

Photos and two videos about the activities.
See:
http://www.mirovni-institut.si/projekti/izobrazevanje-in-ekonomsko-opolnomocenje-ranljivih-skupin-zensk-v-ruandi/.

Announcement of the project continuation
Main project activities to achieve the objective are literacy, sewing and hair-dressing courses and support/assistance with searching for employment after completed courses. Vulnerable groups of women (i.e. refugees, domestic workers/housegirls, victims of violence, single mothers, etc.) are given priority when recruiting
the students. In total 264 persons (large majority women) completed all courses
in 2018, 115 completed literacy course, 86 completed hair-dressing course and 63
people completed sewing course.
Project continues in 2019 (and 2020) and we will implement new series of 8-month
long courses of literacy, sewing and hair-dressing. Besides this, we will strive to
reduce differences between women and men and to eliminate discrimination of
women by activities for local NGOs which are active in the field of gender equality
/ women’s empowerment. We will offer support and various workshops/trainings
to NGOs and women’s cooperatives: how to do advocacy on gender equality, fundraising and writing project applications, etc. (upgrading already existing activities
with new ideas).
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DISSEMINATION
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Peace Institute Website

Aims and goals

Aims and goals

Head

The library focuses on:

Head

Polona Gorkič,

•

Jasna Babič,

polona.gorkic@mirovni-institut.si

•
•

Library activities: acquisition, cataloguing, preservation and lending of library
material to internal and external users,
Information activities: basic information literacy services for library users,
Bibliographic activities: creating bibliographies for Peace Institute co-workers.

Realization in 2018
In 2018 we carried out library, information and bibliographic services.

69

jasna.babic@mirovni-institut.si

The Peace Institute website was established to inform the wider public about the
institute’s activities, its projects and achievements.

Realization in 2018
Activities in 2018 included regular updating of the website (composing and entering
news data and release media statements, updating data, photo processing, photo
galleries maintenance, designing banners, editing and publication of video material,
etc.) and, at the same time, entering data into the database of a new PI website.
Regular information via the PI Facebook page was also provided.

Available results in 2018
Results are available at http://www.mirovni-institut.si.
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Peace Institute Newsletter
Aims and goals
Head
Jasna Babič,
jasna.babic@mirovni-institut.si

The aim of the Peace Institute newsletter is to actively inform the international
public about its work, events, publications and projects. It is issued in English and
Slovene and is distributed to 2000 e-mail addresses. In 2018, two Slovene and one
English newsletter were issued. Registration to receive the newsletter is possible
through a Peace institute website.

Available results in 2018
Newsletter content is available at http://www.mirovni-institut.si.
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Peace Institute Membership
The Peace Institute or its employees are members of a number of national and international networks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asociacija – association of non-governmental organisations and independent artists in the field of culture and art,
CINETS: Crimmigration Control – International Net of Studies (member: N. K. Šalamon),
Civil Liberties for Europe (contact: B. Petković),
Coordination of non-governmental and humanitarian organisations in the field of refugees (contact: M. Ladić),
Council of the Human Rights Ombudsman (member: N. K. Šalamon),
Ethics Committee of the Association of Journalists and Union of Journalists in Slovenia (member: K. Vučko, representing
the public),
European Association of Research Managers and Administrators (member: F. Arlič),
European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) (member: N. K. Šalamon)
European Commission on Sexual Orientation Law – ECSOL (member: N. K. Šalamon),
European Nationality Experts in Death Penalty Work (member: N. K. Šalamon),
European network against racism Slovenia (contact: K. Vučko),
European Network of Legal Experts in Non-discrimination Field (member: N. K. Šalamon),
European Network of Migration Law Practitioners – MigNet (member: N. K. Šalamon),
European Network on Statelessness (K. Vučko),
Expert Council for Gender Equality at the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities (member: I.
Šori),
Experts’ Forum of the European Institute for Gender Equality – EIGE (member: M. Frelih),
Fundamental Rights Platform at the EU Fundamental Rights Agency,
International Law Association (member: N. K. Šalamon),
JUSTICIA European Rights Network (K. Vučko),
KOSRIS – Coordination of Independent Research Institutes of Slovenia,
Migration forum,
Odysseus Academic Network of Experts in Asylum and Migration (member: N. K. Šalamon),
Programming Council of RTV Slovenia (member: B. Petković, representing the public, viewers and listeners of RTV Slovenia, until 1 February 2018),
REKOM Coalition,
Research Network for Domestic Worker Rights (member: M. Hrženjak),
Scientific Committee of the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom at the European University Institute in Florence (member: B. Petković),
Statewatch (member: B. Petković),
Women’s Lobby Slovenia (member: Ž. Humer).

Peace Institute as a Founding Member
The Peace Institute is a founding member of the following non-governmental organisations.
•
•
•
•

Legal-information centre for non-governmental organisations – PIC,
Centre for Information, Cooperation and Development of non-governmental organisations – CNVOS,
Slovenian Global Action – SLOGA,
SEENPM, South East European Network for Professionalization of the Media.
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Main publications
In 2018, the Peace Institute staff wrote a number of books and scientific articles in which we presented the results of our
research projects and studies. In addition to the author’s contributions, we participated in editions as editors.

•

KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža. Asylum in Slovenia: A Contested Concept. In: STOYANOVA, Vladislava (ed.), KARAGEORGIOU,
Eleni (ed.). The New Asylum and Transit Countries in Europe during and in the Aftermath of the 2015/2016 Crisis, (International
Refugee Law Series, Volume: 13). Brill | Nijhoff. 2018, pp. 66-92.

•

KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža. Azilne in migracijske politike: monopol, oblast in birokracija. In: VINTAR, Mirko (ed.), ARISTOVNIK, Aleksander (ed.), KLUN, Maja (ed.). Vidiki in dejavniki uspešnega izvajanja javnih politik v Sloveniji = Aspects and factors
for the successful implementation of public policies in Slovenia, (Upravna misel). 1st edition. Ljubljana: Fakulteta za upravo.
2018, pp. 199-215.

•

KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža. Migration law in Slovenia. 2nd ed. Alphen aan den Rijn: Kluwer Law International, cop. 2018.

•

HRŽENJAK, Majda. Nega in pomoč na domu med državo, trgom in družino. In: STANOJEVIĆ, Miroslav (ed.), FURLAN, Sašo
(ed.). (Ne)dostojno delo: prekarizacija standardnega in nestandardnega zaposlovanja v Sloveniji, (Knjižna zbirka OST, 17). Ljubljana: Fakulteta za družbene vede, Založba FDV. 2018, pp. 180-194.

KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža, ŠERUGA, Kaja. Refugees and the “disorganised state of exception”: EU and states’ responses
to mass arrivals through the Western Balkans migration route. In: ŽAGAR, Igor Ž. (ed.), et al. The disaster of European refugee
policy: perspectives from the “Balkan route”. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 2018, pp. [29]-54.

•

HRŽENJAK, Majda. Prekarizacija dela v standardnih zaposlitvah: primer zdravstvene nege. In: STANOJEVIĆ, Miroslav (ed.),
FURLAN, Sašo (ed.). (Ne)dostojno delo: prekarizacija standardnega in nestandardnega zaposlovanja v Sloveniji, (Knjižna zbirka
OST, 17). Ljubljana: Fakulteta za družbene vede, Založba FDV. 2018, pp. 195-211.

PAJNIK, Mojca. Media logic in disposing of migrants. V: ŽAGAR, Igor Ž. (ed.), et al. The disaster of European refugee policy:
perspectives from the “Balkan route”. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 2018, pp. [179]-195.
Založba Cambridge Scholars je izdala knjigo “The Disaster of European Refugee Policy.

•

ŽAGAR, Igor Ž. (ed.), KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža (ed.), LUKŠIČ-HACIN, Marina (ed.), MLEKUŽ, Ana (ed.), ZAGORAC, Dean
(ed.). The disaster of European refugee policy: perspectives from the “Balkan route”. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2018.

Politics / Precarious work
•

BREZNIK, Maja. Agencijski delavci. In: STANOJEVIĆ, Miroslav (ed.), FURLAN, Sašo (ed.). (Ne)dostojno delo: prekarizacija standardnega in nestandardnega zaposlovanja v Sloveniji, (Knjižna zbirka OST, 17). Ljubljana: Fakulteta za družbene vede, Založba
FDV. 2018, pp. 160-179.

•

HRŽENJAK, Majda. Družbena organizacija skrbi kot dejavnik prekarizacije dela. In: POGLAJEN, Črt (ed.), KOSTEVC, Črt (ed.),
DERNOVŠČEK HAFNER, Nataša (ed.). Prekarnost in družbena negotovost: interdisciplinarni pogledi na prekariat, (Zbirka Maksima). Ljubljana: Univerza v Ljubljani, Ekonomska fakulteta, Založništvo. 2018, pp. [138]-150.

•

•

Politics / Revolutions
•

BREZNIK, Maja. Kapitalizam kao ‘znojni sistem’: podnajamni rad i stvarna emancipacija radništva iz druge ruke. In: MIKULIĆ, Borislav (ur.), ŽITKO, Mislav (ur.). Filozofije revolucijâ i ideje novih svjetova: radovi trećeg Okruglog stola Odsjeka za filozofiju 2017, (Edicija Radovi Odsjeka za filozofiju, knj. 3). Zagreb: Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta. 2018, pp. 220-241, 341.

Politics / Solidarity economy
•

ZDRAVKOVIĆ, Lana, ZAVRTANIK DRGLIN, Tisa. Spodbujanje primerov dobrih praks na področju socialne in solidarnostne
ekonomije. Časopis za kritiko znanosti, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 271, pp. 321-328.

Human rights / Criminal proceedings
•

KANEV, Krassimir, VUČKO, Katarina, KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža. Krepitev procesnih pravic v kazenskih postopkih: učinkovito
izvajanje pravice do odvetnika in pravne pomoči v kazenskem postopku: priročnik. Ljubljana: Mirovni inštitut, 2018.

•

VUČKO, Katarina, KOGOVŠEK ŠALAMON, Neža, HRŽENJAK, Majda. Krepitev procesnih pravic v kazenskih postopkih: učinkovito
izvajanje pravice do odvetnika in pravne pomoči v kazenskem postopku: študija o Sloveniji. Ljubljana: Mirovni inštitut, 2018.

Human rights / Migration
•

•

BAJT, Veronika. Online hate speech and the “refugee crisis” in Slovenia. In: ŽAGAR, Igor Ž. (ed.), et al. The disaster of European
refugee policy: perspectives from the “Balkan route”. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 2018, pp. [133]155.
JALUŠIČ, Vlasta. Why does Mujo want to go to Germany?. In: ŽAGAR, Igor Ž. (ed.), et al. The disaster of European refugee policy: perspectives from the “Balkan route”. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. 2018, pp. [157]-177.

Human rights /Hate speech
•

ŠORI, Iztok, MOTL, Andrej. Priročnik za prijavljanje sovražnega govora na družbenih omrežjih. 2. izd. Ljubljana: Fakulteta za
družbene vede, Center za varnejši internet, Spletno oko, 2018.

Media / Populism
•

PAJNIK, Mojca. Media populism on the example of right-wing political parties’ communication in Slovenia. Problems of
post-communism, 2019, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp. 21-32 (published online on 15 November 2018).

•

PAJNIK, Mojca, MERET, Susi. Populist political communication in mediatized society. In: PAJNIK, Mojca (ed.), SAUER, Birgit
(ed.). Populism and the Web: communicative practices of parties and movements in Europe. Abingdon; New York: Routledge.
2018, pp. 36-54.

•

PAJNIK, Mojca (ed.), SAUER, Birgit (ed.). Populism and the Web: communicative practices of parties and movements in Europe.
Abingdon; New York: Routledge, 2018.

•

SAUER, Birgit, PAJNIK, Mojca, MERET, Susi. Media populism in post-democracy: the crossroads of right and left political
parties. In: PAJNIK, Mojca (ed.), SAUER, Birgit (ed.). Populism and the Web: communicative practices of parties and movements in
Europe. Abingdon; New York: Routledge. 2018, pp. 157-171.

•

ŠORI, Iztok, IVANOVA, Vanya. Right-wing populist convergences and spillovers in hybrid media systems. In: PAJNIK, Mojca
(ed.), SAUER, Birgit (ed.). Populism and the Web: communicative practices of parties and movements in Europe. Abingdon; New
York: Routledge. 2018, pp. 55-71.
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Media / Systems
•

PETKOVIĆ, Brankica. Zaštitnik prava gledalaca i slušalaca Radio-televizije Slovenija: karakteristike samoregulacijskog modela.
Podgorica: Institut za medije Crne Gore, 2018.

Media / Gender
•

PETKOVIĆ, Brankica. The EU Mutual Learning Programme in Gender Equality - Women and the media - Comments Paper - Slovenia. European Commission, 2018.

Gender / Sex work
•

KUHAR, Roman, PAJNIK, Mojca. Negotiating professional identities: male sex workers in Slovenia and the impact of online
technologies. Sexuality research & social policy, 2018.

•

ŠORI, Iztok, PAJNIK, Mojca. Slovenia. In: JAHNSEN, Synnøve Økland (ed.). Assessing prostitution policies in Europe, (Interdisciplinary studies in sex for sale, 3). Abingdon; New York: Routledge. 2018, pp. 228-241.

Gender / Violence
•

JALUŠIČ, Vlasta. Storilci, žrtve, opazovalci. Gledališki list SNG, Drama, January. 2018, Vol. 97, No. 7, pp. 12-[15].

Gender / Politics
•

MAYER, Stefanie, ŠORI, Iztok, SAUER, Birgit, AJANOVIĆ, Edma. Mann, Frau, Volk: Familienidylle, Heteronormativität und
Femonationalismus im europäischen rechten Populismus. Feministische Studien, November 2018, Vol. 36, No. 2, pp. 269285.

•

PRIMORAC, Kaja (author, editor), ANTIĆ GABER, Milica, PAJNIK, Mojca, PEJIČ, Nina, PAVLIČ, Ana, BOŽIČ, Tjaša, KORENČAN,
Elizabeta, MARKO-WIESER, Livija. Enakost spolov na slovenskem političnem parketu: volitve 2018: raziskava o enakosti spolov v
politiki. Ljubljana: Inštitut za proučevanje enakosti spolov, 2018.

Gender / Care work
•

BAJT, Veronika, LESKOŠEK, Vesna, FRELIH, Mojca. Chains of trust: fear and informal care work in Slovenia. Anthropological
notebooks, 2018, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp. 69-83.

•

HRŽENJAK, Majda, HUMER, Živa. Caring masculinities and flexibilisation of labour markets: fathers in precarious and managerial employment in Slovenia. Gender questions, 2018, Vol. 6, No. 1.

•

HRŽENJAK, Majda, LESKOŠEK, Vesna, HUMER, Živa, FRELIH, Mojca, HRŽENJAK, Majda (editor). Razsežnosti skrbstvenega
dela, (Zbirka Naprej!). Ljubljana: Sophia, 2018.
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